Image-guided core-needle biopsy in patients with suspected or recurrent lymphomas.
It is now commonly admitted that the diagnosis of recurrence of lymphoma can be assessed by image-guided needle biopsy (IGNB). However, the means of obtaining tissue for the original diagnosis of lymphoma is often surgery. The aim of this study was to compare the accuracy of IGNB at the time of diagnosis and at the time of recurrence or progression. The authors performed 212 IGNBs on 194 patients who eventually had a diagnosis of lymphoma. One hundred three IGNBs were obtained at original diagnosis and 109 at recurrence or progression. Large-cutting core-biopsy needles, ranging in size from 20 gauge to 14 gauge, were used. Immunohistochemistry studies were performed in all lymphoma cases. A diagnosis of lymphoma with subtyping was obtained in 88% of all cases, in 85% at initial diagnosis, and in 89% at follow-up. Therapy was initiated on the basis of IGNB in 93% of all cases, in 91% at initial diagnosis, and in 94% at follow-up. Benign complications occurred in 7.5% of cases and did not require specific treatment. IGNB was equally effective for making a specific diagnosis of lymphoma and initiating therapy at the time of original diagnosis and at follow-up. The authors recommend that IGNB be performed as the initial procedure for the diagnosis of lymphoma in the absence of peripheral lymph nodes, either at presentation or at recurrence.